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xxx. 
DONATIONS TO THE LIBRARY 
OF THE 
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION OF NEW SOUTH WALES. 
LIST FOR THE YEAR ENDING S I!PTEMBER 30TH, 1890 . 
"Engineering .. , 
Indian Engineering , vol. 4 , Nos. 10 to 26 and index; vol. 5; 
vol. 6, Nos. J to 6. 
Bulletin de la Societe Vaudoise des Ingenieurs et des Architectes, 
Nos. 5 to 8, 1888 ; ~os . (to 4,1889; Plate 23. 
Proceedings of the Royal Colonial Institut~, vol. 19. 
Atti del Collegis degli Ingegneri e deg li Architetti, _\.nno XI.. 
J888. 
Institution of Mechanical Enginetr~, May, July, October, 1888. 
January, 1889. 
Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, February, 
May to August, October to December. J888. February to 
April, 1889. Indices to vots. 18 and J9. J888. 
Proceedings, January, July, November, and index for J888. 
January, February, and March, 1889. 
Transactions of the North of England Institute of Mining and 
Mechanical Engineers; vol. 37, Parts 5, 6, list of memhers, 
and index; vol. 38, Parts, I, 2. 
Proceedings of the Royal Technical Test Laboratory of Herlin. 
1888, 6th year, Part 4. 1889, Tests of stone, Appendix II. 
Transactions of the Institution ot Engineers and Ship-builders in 
Scotland, vol. 3 I. 
Royal Society of Canada, vols. I to 5. 
xxxi. 
Transactions of the American Institute of Mining. Engineers. 
vo!' 16. 
Meteorological Report, 1885. New Zealand. 
The Evolution of the Flying Machine (photographs). 
Principles of Mechanics. Goodeve. 
On Gas Engines. 
A Manual of Mechanics. 
The Elements of Mechanism. 
Text-book on the Steam Engine. and on Gas Engines. Goodeve. 
Phormium Tenax as a fibrou~ plant. Hector. 
Useful Plants of Australia. Maiden. 
Transactions and Proceedings of the New Zealand Institute, 1888 .. 
Yo!. 21. 
Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South 
Wales. Vol. 22 , Part 2. 
Report of Gcological E xplorations during 1/)87-8. No. 19. New 
Zealand. 
Twenty-third I_nnua] Report on the Colonial Museum and Labora-. 
tory, with List of Donations and deposits during 1887-8 .. 
New Zealand. 
Calendar of the U niversity of Sydney. 1889. 
The Steamship. Vo!' 1, No. I. July, 1889. 
Diagrams and Plans. Royal Commission. Conservation of 
Water. Third and Final Report of the Commissioners. 
